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Background: Missions that involve traversing through a planetary atmosphere are unique opportunities that require elements of entry, descent, and landing (EDL). Many aspects of the EDL sequence are qualified using analysis and simulation due to the inability to conduct appropriate ground tests, however validating flight data are often lacking, especially for missions not involving Earth re-entry. NASA has made strategic decisions to collect EDL flight data in order to improve future mission designs. For example, MEDLI1 and EFT-1 gathered hypersonic pressure and in-depth temperature data in the thermal protection system (TPS). However, the ability to collect EDL flight data from the smaller competed missions, such as Discovery and New Frontiers, has been limited in part due to the Principal Investigator-managed cost-caps (PIMCC).

The recent NASA decision to consider EDL instrumentation earlier in the mission design cycle led to the inclusion of a requirement in the Discovery 2014 Announcement of Opportunity which requires all missions that involve EDL to include an Engineering Science Investigation (ESI).2 The ESI would involve sensors for aerothermal environment and TPS; atmosphere, aerodynamics, and flight dynamics; atmospheric decelerator; and/or vehicle structure.3 The ESI activity would be funded outside of the PIMCC.

Instrumentation Suite: Several challenges exist for implementing an ESI that will produce high priority data for the EDL community, while maintaining low cost. The data acquisition system (DAS) must be small (mass and volume), able to be incorporated into different vehicle configurations, support a variety of sensor types, and robust to the space flight environment. In addition, installation of in-depth thermocouples in higher density TPS materials such as Heatshield for Extreme Entry Environments Technology (HEEET) will require new integration techniques.

A proposed low cost sensor suite that satisfies the ESI requirement and can be adapted by mission proposers will be presented. An initial assessment of commercially available DAS will also be presented. The overall plan for developing and qualifying the sensor suite so that it can be used by any proposer to either a New Frontiers or Discovery opportunity will be discussed.
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